### Examination Admission Form MA / MSc Final (Regular/Private)

#### Session___________________                  Roll No___________________

**Candidate type:**[ ] Fresh   [ ] Reappear   [ ] Failed   [ ] Improvement

**Subject of Examination**

**Field / Group / Optional Papers Offered:**

**Proposed Centre of Examination:**

**District:**

**Name (Block Letters):**

**Father’s Name (Block Letters):**

**CNIC No.____________________________ Contact No.___________________________Mobile No.____________________

**District of Domicile:**

**Permanent Address:**

**Mailing Address:**

**Appeared in MA (Previous) Examination in the year___________________ Under Roll No.___________________ and passed obtaining _______ marks or failed in paper(s) (1)________________ (2)___________________ (3)__________________

**Appeared in MA (Final) Examination in the year___________________ Under Roll No.___________________ and failed in paper(s) (1)____________________ (2)______________________ (3)______________________ (4)_____________________

**Papers in which to be examined:** (1)________________________ (2)______________________ (3)_____________________

(4)__________________________ (5)________________________ (6)______________________

### DECLARATION

I________________________ S/O, D/O [ ] hereby solemnly declare that the particulars given above are correct. In case of any wrong information or concealment of fact(s), I shall be held responsible for the consequences. Further, I undertake to abide by the Rules / Regulations and Policies of the Examination as prescribed by the Shaheed Benazir Bhutto University, Sheringal Dir Upper.

**Date____________________                         Signature of Candidate**

---

### FOR OFFICE USE

**Chances Availed:** Eligible: [ ] Not Eligible: [ ] Any Remarks___________________

**Checked By:**

**Dealing Asstt: / Supdt:**   ACE   DCE

**Examination Centre allotted:**
I certify that particulars of the candidate, which are given overleaf, duly signed by him/her, have been checked with the original record and found correct. He/she fulfills the requisite conditions and becomes eligible to appear in the examination under the regulations of Shaheed BB University.

I checked the following list of requirements attached.

1. Last DMC (Attested Copy) 2. Bank Slip (Original Slip) 3. Three Photos (dually attested)

He/she has remitted Rs.(in figure)___________ in words_______________________________________________________

vide Bank draft / slip no.____________ dated____________ Bank______________ Branch___________________________

Signature of the Head of Institution last attended/
Gazetted officer (BPS-17 or above)

Stamp:____________________________________
Name:_____________________________________
CNIC: _____________________________________

Candidate’s thumb impression (compulsory)

Note: The candidate will affix thumb impression in the presence of attesting authority.

INSTRUCTIONS
(Read carefully before filling in form)

1. Examination Admission Form & Fee should reach the office of the Controller of Examinations Sheringal / Dealing Office Chitral on or before the last date with normal fee notified for the purpose, failing which fee due on the date form is received will be charged.

2. Examination fee should be deposited in any branch of HBL in Distt: Dir and Chitral in the name of Treasurer Shaheed BB University, Sheringal.

3. Examination admission form and fee for Part-I & Part-II must be submitted separately. No candidate will be allowed to appear in both parts on single admission for or single Roll number.

4. Examination center will be allotted to the candidates on their permanent address only. "Care of Address" is not acceptable even for mailing.

5. Fee one deposited is neither refundable nor adjustable for other examination.

6. Federal/provincial service personnel or their children who are not permanently residing in the jurisdiction of Shaheed Benazir Bhutto University shall be required to attach service certificate of their own or their parents along with the admission form. Service certificate of private service shall not be acceptable

7. All candidates of MA will avail a maximum chances of five and four consecutive examinations including the initial one to clear all the papers, failing which he/she shall be required to appear in all subjects including practical examination/viva as a whole.

8. Every candidate must affix thumb impression and sign the admission form himself. In case of variation of thumb impression or in signature from I.D Card, the candidates will be face impersonation charges.

9. In case of compartment the candidate having missed two consecutive chances shall have to appear afresh in the full examination

10. Two different examinations are not allowed in one session except examination for the improvement of marks as permissible under the rules.

11. For improvement of division, the candidates will be required to appear either in both parts simultaneously, or in the final examination within two consecutive years. Improvement in supplementary examinations is not permissible.